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Creative Labs
VF086000000 Creative Live!

Cam Sync 1080p Full HD
Wide-angle Webcam with

Dual Built-in Mic

$49.99
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Short Description

Enhance your online meetings with the Creative Live! Cam Sync 1080p, which delivers full HD videos at 30
FPS, so you can present yourself professionally with realistic clarity in any environment. 

Description

Enhance your online meetings with the Creative Live! Cam Sync 1080p, which delivers full HD videos at 30
FPS, so you can present yourself professionally with realistic clarity in any environment. UVC compliant and
compatible with most popular video conferencing applications, the Live! Cam Sync 1080p is easy to use and
quick to set up, so you can be ever ready for your online meetings and video calls.

Features

Can't meet in person? Fret not, you can create a similar experience with Creative Live! Cam Sync 1080p!
Meet online with sharp and fluid full HD video, where your face is captured clearly and naturally so you
can lead the call with complete confidence. Whether it's an important conference call or a casual chat
with your buddies, the Live! Cam Sync 1080p displays only the best of you.
You don't have to sit further away from your screen for the camera to capture more of you. Creative
Live! Cam Sync 1080p comes with a wide viewing angle that allows more to be captured without any
optical distortion. With 77Â° diagonal field of view, it's wide enough for you to comfortably fit a small
group of people into the frame for a mass conference call, but not too wide that you look small or risk
showing too much.
The Live! Cam Sync 1080p is UVC compliant, this means that the webcam requires no additional driver
installation and will work immediately when you plug it into an available USB-A port on your computer.
It is also compatible with most popular video conferencing applications, so you can set up your
webcam quickly and be ready even for the most last-minute meetings.

Specifications

Specifications

Compatible Devices Laptop Computers, Desktop Computers

Material 1

Model 73VF086000000

Focus Type Auto-focus
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Brand Creative Labs

Assembled Product Dimensions (L x W x H) 2.60 x 4.10 x 2.40 Inches

Additional Information

Brand Creative

SKU VF-086000000

Weight 0.3000

Color Black

Function USB to Video

Internal or External External

Connection Type USB

Vendor SKU/EAN 054651193987


